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ABSTRACT
This paper presents hybrid RFID – OWC with an adaptive priority transmission scheme. In this model,
we apply optical wireless communication (OWC) for transmitting confidential information to a radio
frequency identification (RFID) reader. Since OWC provides high security, this improves the security of
our system. The priority of information is assigned according to the level of confidentiality and
significance of the information. The more confidential information is transmitted by OWC with adaptive
data rate, and the rest of the information (if there is any) is transmitted by RFID. The energy harvesting
of RFID is used to modulate the reflected optical signal by Corner Cube Retroreflector (CCR). Bit error
rate (BER) is analyzed regarding the half-power angle of the transmitter, optical transmit power, data
rate, and the angle between tag and reader. The analytical results indicate that by employing the adaptive
priority transmission scheme, the required BER of OWC transmission is achieved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a technological tool used for the identification of
objects and assets. RFID has attracted extensive interest in recent years because RFID
technology has many benefits; for example, non line of sight, contactless, simultaneous
collection of data, and high accuracy. RFID systems have been applied in several areas
including personal identification, supply chain, food industries, library book tracking, and
healthcare. Although RFID systems provide various advantages for several kinds of
applications, they have implications for security and privacy concerns [1]–[3]. RFID tags are
subject to clandestine (up to few feet) interception, allowing leakage of sensitive personal
information [4].
In this paper, we proposed hybrid RFID – OWC with an adaptive priority transmission scheme
to improve the security of an RFID system. In our model, the confidential information is
transmitted using optical wireless communication (OWC) since OWC provides high security
against casual eavesdropping. Optical signals cannot penetrate through walls or other opaque
barriers, so the coverage of infrared systems is limited to the boundaries of the room in which
the system is installed [5]–[7].
Although OWC has some drawbacks, which includes the possibility of an obstruction in the
communication path, restrictions to the emitted optical power for the sake of eye safety and the
fact that noise is introduced into the detector from sources of background illumination [8],
OWC offers several potential advantages which includes large unregulated bandwidth,
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immunity to interference caused by other RF wireless devices, possibility of frequency reuse
and the use of inexpensive optoelectronic devices which are small and consume little power [9].
Moreover, OWC links are suitable to portable devices since large quantity of small surface
mount light emitting and light detecting components are available at relatively low cost [10].
Therefore, OWC is suitable to be applied to our scheme.
In our proposed model, in case the scenarios such as an obstruction existing in the
communication path or the bit error rate (BER) of OWC being lower than the required value
happen, resulting in the failure of the information transmission from OWC, we reduce the data
rate and switch some parts of information that have a lower priority of confidentiality and
significance to be transmitted by RFID. Our scheme is applied for a short distance transmission;
high SNR is obtained with low transmitted power although OWC system is influenced by noise
introduced from background illumination. Moreover, our scheme requires low transmitted
power which is much lower than the limit for the average transmitted optical power according to
eye safety standard. Therefore, by combining the advantages of RFID and OWC, our proposed
model is very promising with high security.
In RFID communication, we focus on the 13.56-MHz inductive passive HF RFID system since
HF RFID achieves good performance in a crowded environment [11]. By employing energy
harvesting, the RFID tag obtains energy during reader interrogation periods, and the energy is
used for Corner Cube Retroreflector (CCR) to demodulate the signal and reflect this signal back
to the reader. Our proposed model can be applied in systems that require high security for
sending confidential information such as e-passports or identification cards (ID card).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system model is provided.
Section 3 presents power estimation and bit error rate. In Section 4, an adaptive priority
transmission scheme is proposed. The implementation and analytical results are described in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
The system is composed of two parts: tag (transponder) and reader (interrogator), as illustrated
in Figure 1. The RFID tag is composed of a microchip connected to an antenna. This tag can be
attached to an object, which needs to be uniquely identified. An RFID reader can access the
information embedded in the tag. The RFID reader communicates with the RFID tag using radio
waves. In our model, an RFID tag is a passive tag that does not have any power source; the
power is derived from the radio frequency generated by the reader.

Figure 1. System model
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We set the OWC transmission devices in both tag and reader. As shown in Figure 1, CCR is
placed in the tag to modulate confidential information propagated back to the reader. The reader
has a laser source, a lens, and an image sensor. The laser emits optical power, which is limited
to protect users’ eyes. The optical signal entering the CCR is reflected back to the reader with
on-off-keying (OOK), modulated optical signals. At the reader, the optical signal passes through
the lens and is received by the image sensor. The imaging design has two advantages over a
non-imaging angle-diversity receiver. First, all photo detectors share a common concentrator,
thus reducing size and cost. Second, all the photo detectors can be laid out in a single planar
array, facilitating the use of a large number of receiving elements or pixels [12].
By applying hybrid RFID-OWC, our model provides high security and the line of sight issues of
OWC can be solved. The cost of the proposed system is not so different from the cost of RFID
implementation because OWC part can be employed with low cost. Moreover, since the electromagnetic spectrum is not licensed in the optical band, licensing fees are avoided when applying
OWC in our system spectrum [10]. Table 1 illustrates the comparison of OWC, RFID, and our
proposed hybrid RFID-OWC scheme.
Table 1. Comparison of OWC, RFID, and Hybrid RFID-OWC
Property
Cost
Bandwidth Regulation

OWC
$
No

RFID
$$
Yes

Security
Line of sight

High
Yes

Low
No

Hybrid RFID-OWC
$$
No
(when applying OWC)
High
No

We have adapted our previous work in [13] by employing an adaptive priority transmission
scheme. In this scheme, the information is mainly transmitted using OWC. If the BER is higher
than the specific value, we reduce the data rate to achieve the specific BER. Then, the portions
of the information that are not confidential are transmitted by RFID. At the same time, energy
harvesting is processed to apply for CCR to modulate the signal. A CCR offers the advantages
of small size, excellent optical performance, low power consumption, and convenient
integration with solar cells, sensors, and CMOS control circuits [14].

3. POWER ESTIMATION AND BIT ERROR RATE
In our model, the power can be estimated for the OWC transmission system and the RFID
system. In an OWC transmission system, we apply CCR to modulate the confidential data, and
transmit this data back by OWC. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and bit error rate (BER)
calculation for OWC is described. For an RFID system, in reader interrogation periods, RFID
energy harvesting is applied to drive CCR.

3.1 CCR and optical wireless transmission
We apply a generalized Lambertian source as an optical transmitter. The reader and tag are in an
environment without reflections, and the tag is illuminated with peak intensity. The intensity at
CCR (ICCR) can be estimated as follows:
I CCR =

θ
( n + 1)
Pt cos n (θ c ) × cos(θ r ) rect ( r )
2π d 2
FOV

(1)

where d is the distance between source and receiver, which is equal to r/cosθc. then r is the
distance between tag and reader. We assume that the distance between CCR and the laser is the
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same as the distance between tag and reader. Pt is the transmitted power, which is limited to
ensure eye safety, θc is the angle between the laser and the axis of the link, and θr is the angle
between the CCR and the axis of the link as illustrated in Figure 2. θc=0⁰ when the reader is onaxis, and the interrogating beam comes to tag at normal incidence.

Figure 2. Position of Tag and Reader
FOV is field of view angle, which is the extent of solid-angles from which light is detected by
the receiver [13], and rect(x) is given by
1, x ≤ 1
rect ( x) = 
0, x > 1

(2)

n is the mode number of the radiation lobe that controls the directivity of the specular
component of the reflection,
n=

ln(1 / 2)
ln(cos hpa )

(3)

where hpa is the half-power angle of the transmitter. From (1)-(3), ICCR can be increased by
narrowing the transmitter semi-angle, which increases n.
Safety considerations must be taken into account when designing an OWC link. Since the
energy is propagated in a free-space channel, the impact of this radiation on the human eye and
body must be considered. In our system, we apply a safety standard class 1 operation, which is
most desirable for a wireless optical system since emissions from products are safe under all
circumstances. Under these conditions, no warning labels need to be applied, and the device
can be used without special safety precautions. Due to eye safety standards, at wavelength (λ) =
880 nm, the average optical power output is less than 0.5 mW [10].
At tag, we assume that the CCR has effective reflectivity, RCCR. The CCR modulates the
reflecting optical signal into an OOK signal with non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pulses. Assuming
that bit “0” and “1” are equiprobable, the average power that propagates back from CCR is
given by
PB =

2
I CCRπ rCCR
RCCR
2

(4)
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where rCCR is the effective radius of CCR (not tilted). Using the Fraunhofer diﬀraction theory as
in [15], the diﬀracted irradiance of ith pixel at the lens that is reflected by CCR is expressed as
I l ,i =

2
PBπ dCCR
cos 2 θ c cos θl ,i

4λ 2 r 2

(5)

where dCCR is the effective diameter of CCR (not tilted). θl,i represents the angle between the
center of the beam and the axis of the link. λ represents the interrogation wavelength.
The received photocurrent of ith pixel at image sensor is calculated by [15]:
I img ,i =

I l ,iπ d l2Tl T f f act R
4

(6)

where dl represents the eﬀective diameter of the lens (not tilted), Tl represents the eﬀective
transmission of the lens, Tf represents the optical filter transmission, fact represents the fraction
of the image sensor pixel area that is active, and R represents the pixel responsivity.
We assume that noise affecting our system is generated at the receiver, and the topology of our
system is point-to-point. Consequently, there is no multipath distortion [10], and the intersymbol interference (ISI) is neglected. We consider both shot noise and thermal noise, which
are modeled as AWGN with a double-sided power spectral density = σ 2 . In this paper, we
assume the use of a p-i-n/FET transimpedance receiver [16]. We neglect the noise contributions
from gate leakage current and 1/f noise. The expression of the noise variance is given by [16]–
[17]:

σ tot2 ,i = 2qI bg I 2 B +

16π 2 kTk Γ 2 2 3
8π kT
η A′I 2 B 2 +
η A′ I 3 B
G
gm

(7)

where q is the electronic charge, B is the equivalent noise bandwidth, Ibg is background current,
and I2=0.562. For the 10 b/s, 100 b/s, and 1 kb/s systems, the bandwidth is limited to 10 Hz, 100
Hz, and 1 kHz, respectively [18]. It is possible to use the low data rate to transmit the
confidential information since this information is not so large, and the less confidential
information can be transmitted by RFID. k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature,
G is the open-loop voltage gain, η is the fixed capacitance of photo detector per unit area, Γ is
the FET channel noise factor, gm is the FET transconductance, and I3=0.0868. We assume the
use of an image sensor as in [12], and A΄ is the area of an individual pixel of the image sensor,
which is given by this calculation:
A′ =

2
dimg
3 3
2
8 
J −1  
J −1  
 1 + 1 + 4
  −1 + 1 + 4

3 +
3 


2
4
 


 

 



(8)

where dimg represents the diameter of the image sensor that is illustrated in Figure 2, and J is the
number of equal-sized hexagonal pixels of the receiver area Ar. J is calculated by
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J = 2∑ (m − i − 1) − 2m + 1 = 3(m 2 − m) + 1

(9)

i =1

where m is any integer greater than or equal to 2.
We apply select-best (SB), which represents a simple form of combining techniques by
choosing the pixel in the detector array that has the highest signal to noise ratio (SNR). The
SNR is calculated by [12]:
2
 I img
,i
SNR = max  2
σ
 tot ,i





(10)

Bit error rate (BER) is obtained by

BER = Q

(

SNR

)

(11)

where Q( x ) = 1 / 2 erfc ( x / 2)

3.2 Harvesting Power of an RFID system
We apply HF (13.56-MHz) RFID because the operational range of our model is around 0.1–0.5
m. Since the magnetic field is not affected by most of the surrounding dielectric materials, HF
RFID has good performance in a crowded environment when compared with a UHF (860–960
MHz) RFID. In reader interrogation periods, we apply RFID energy harvesting to obtain the
energy for driving CCR to modulate the signal. The harvested power (PH) on the RFID tag IC
circuitry can be derived as [11]:
1
PH ≈
8 Rt

−1


Rsr V p 
1
2
ω M 1 +
(ω M )  
Rr 2 Rsr 
 4 Rr Rt
 


2

(12)

where Rt is tag resistance, Rr is reader resistance, Rsr is source resistance, Vp is driven source
voltage, ω is angular frequency, and M is the mutual coupling factor.
From (12), mutual coupling between the reader and the tag affects the amount of power
harvested at the tag, and mutual coupling can be viewed as a variable load at the reader. The
analytical derivations are confirmed by experimental studies [11].

4. ADAPTIVE PRIORITY TRANSMISSION SCHEME
In our model, we transmit the information mainly by OWC. However, when there is an
obstruction in the OWC communication path, or when the reader and tag are not on-axis, the
BER will be increased. The flowchart of our proposed scheme is described in Figure 3; if BER
is higher than the specific BER that is required for the system (BERreq), we reduce the data rate
(Rb) of OWC and transmit some part of the information using RFID. And vice versa, when the
BER is lower than the threshold (BERth), the data rate can be increased, and more information
can be transmitted by OWC.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the data for transmitting is divided into P1 to Pk packages depending
on the level of confidentiality and significance of the data; for example, the data that is
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contained in package P1 is more important than the data that is contained in package P2. More
confidential or more important data has a higher priority to be transmitted using OWC, which
provides higher security than RFID. The data rate is adapted according to the situation of the
OWC channel. We limited the data rate to the value between Rb_min and Rb_max. Since the data
length that is transmitted using our system is not so long, we do not have to implement a high
data rate.

Figure 3. A flowchart of the adaptive priority transmission scheme

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
In our implementation, RFID power is harvested using (12). We apply the reader antenna with
that area of the loop = 0.2x0.2 m2 and one turn, and the tag antenna with the area of the loop =
0.023 m2 and ten turns, Rt=6.2 Ω, Rr=0.5 Ω, Rsr=50 Ω, and Vp=5 V. As a result in [11], the
harvested power is more than 0.002 W when the distance of reader and tag is from 0.1–0.5 m.
The power obtained from RFID harvesting is used for driving CCR to modulate the signal.
Regarding CCR energy consumption, when applying non-return-to-zero (NRZ) encoding,
energy is required only when the transmitted bit transitions from “1” to “0”, so that the average
energy consumption is about 19 pJ/bit [14]. Therefore, the RFID harvesting energy is sufficient
for the process of signal modulation at CCR.
When the confidential data is transmitted via OWC, we calculate and analyze SNR and BER
with different transmitted power (Pt), data rate (Rb), and angle between tag and reader (θc).
Then, we analyze and compare the OWC transmission and the adaptive priority transmission
(APT) scheme. We choose the following parameter values [12], [15], [16], as illustrated in
Table 2 in our analytical results.
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In our analytical results, we assume that in order to accomplish a reliable data communication,
the BER must be lower than 10-4, which is BERreq=10-4. We apply BERth=10-27 , Rb_min=1 b/s, and
Rb_max=1 kb/s. The increase or decrease of the data rate is in the order of 10pw where pw is equal
to 0, 1, 2, or 3.
Table 2. Analytical Parameters

Symbol
dCCR
dl
Tl
Tf
fact
R
q
G
η
Γ
gm
Ibg
k
T
FOV
Ar
J

Description
effective diameter of CCR (not tiled)
effective diameter of lens (not tiled)
effective transmission of lens
optical filter transmission
fraction of the image sensor pixel area
that is active
detector responsivity
electron charge
open-loop voltage gain
fixed capacitance
FET channel noise factor
FET transconductance
background light current
Boltzmann’s constant
absolute temperature
field of view
receiver area
number of pixels of image sensor

Value
5x10-4 [m]
0.1 [m]
0.8
0.8
0.75
0.54 [A/W]
1.6 x 10-19 [C]
10
112 [pF/cm2]
1.5
30 [mS]
5100 [µA]
1.374 x 10-23 [J/K]
298 [K]
90 °
1.22 [cm2]
1141 [pixels]

Figure 4 illustrates the BER when Rb=1kb/s; Pt=50 µW, 200 µW, and 500 µW for hpa=40⁰, 45⁰,
and 50⁰. We apply the OWC transmitted power lower than or equal to 500 µW, which is
considered safe for the safety standard class 1 operation as explained in Section 3.

Figure 4. BER when Rb=1kb/s; Pt=50 µW, 200 µW, and 500 µW
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As depicted in Figure 4 and in (1) – (3), when hpa is lower, the BER is lower because the
intensity at CCR is increased by narrowing the transmitter semi-angle (hpa), which increases n.
When the intensity at CCR is increased, the average power that propagates back from CCR is
also increased and the received photocurrent of ith pixel at the image sensor is increased.
Consequently, SNR is increased as a result of a lower BER. In the same way, when Pt is
increased, the SNR of OWC is increased and BER is decreased. Figure 4 illustrates that
hpa=40° provides a lower BER than hpa=50°, and when Pt=500 µW, BER is lower than when
Pt=50 µW. In Figure 4, when Rb=1kb/s and the distance between tag and reader is more than
0.25 m, BERreq is not achieved. However, when the data rate is lower, we can attain BERreq with
a greater distance, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 illustrates BER when Pt=500 µW; Rb=10 b/s, 100 b/s, and 1 kb/s. When the data rate is
equal to 10 b/s, BERreq is attained when the distance between tag and reader (r) is up to around
0.4 m. However, when the data rate is low, if it is not possible to transmit all the data using
OWC, some parts of the information are switched to be transmitted by RFID.

Figure 5. BER when Pt=500 µW; Rb=10 b/s, 100 b/s, and 1 kb/s
Figure 6 illustrates BER when Pt=500 µW; Rb=100 bps; θc=0°, 30°, and 60°. As explained in
Section 3, θc is the angle between the laser and the axis of link. We can assume that θc is the
angle between the tag and reader. When θc=0°, the reader and tag are on-axis, and the
interrogating beam comes to the tag at a normal incidence, so a lower BER is achieved.
However, in an actual application, the reader and tag may not be on-axis, and the BER would
then become higher.
As shown in Figure 6, when θc=30°, the BER is higher than when θc=0°. Moreover, when
θc=60°, a low BER is not attained even though the distance between the tag and reader is short
(around 0.1 m). When θc=60°, hpa=50° has a lower BER than hpa=40°. Since the higher hpa
provides a wider beam, when θc=60°, the optical beam of hpa=50⁰ is wider than that of
hpa=40°, and a greater optical signal arrives at the receiver. Therefore, when hpa=50°, the BER
is lower than when hpa=40°.
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Figure 6. BER when Pt=500 µw; Rb=100 bps; θc=0°, 30°, and 60°
Figure 7 shows the BER of OWC transmission and the BER of the adaptive priority
transmission (APT) scheme when Pt=500 µW and θc=0°. As described in Section 4, when the
BER of the system is more than BERreq which is equal to 10-4, the data rate is reduced.
Therefore, a BER lower than 10-4 is achieved nearly all the time. As indicated in Figure 7,
although the distance between the tag and reader is around 0.5 m, a lower BER of APT scheme
is still achieved because the data rate is reduced.

Figure 7. BER when Pt=500 µW; θc=0°for OWC transmission and adaptive priority
transmission (APT) scheme
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When Pt=500 µW, r=0.1m, and θc=42 – 60°, the BER of OWC transmission and the BER of the
adaptive priority transmission (APT) scheme is illustrated in Figure 8. When θc is increased, the
angle between the reader and tag is increased. In order for the OWC transmission beam to arrive
at the receiver, a wide beam of the OWC transmitter can achieve a lower BER than a narrow
beam. As shown in Figure 8, hpa=50° provides a lower BER than hpa=40°. In addition, the
APT scheme can ensure that BER is less than BERreq by adapting the data rate.

Figure 8. BER when Pt=500 µW; r= 0.1 m, and θc=42-60°for OWC transmission and adaptive
priority transmission (APT) scheme
From analytical results, the BER of the OWC transmission system is increased when the
distance (r) between the tag and reader is increased, or when the angle (θc) between the tag and
reader is increased. We apply an APT scheme so that when r or θc is changed, the data rate is
adjusted to achieve the required BER.

6. CONCLUSION
A hybrid RFID – OWC with an adaptive priority transmission scheme is proposed to improve
the security of the RFID system. In our model, security in the physical layer of RFID can be
obtained by transmitting confidential information using optical wireless communication. From
analytical results, a low BER is attained by increasing the transmitted power, decreasing the
distance between the tag and reader, or decreasing the angle between the tag and reader. The
adaptive priority transmission scheme is employed to transmit information depending on the
level of confidentiality and significance of that information, and also to ensure that the BER is
lower than the specific value.
By applying energy harvesting and employing CCR, the RFID tag consumes low energy and
can then be a passive tag that does not need any other power sources. Our proposed system,
together with other security methods, such as data encryption in the higher layer to strengthen
security, can be implemented in high security RFID transmissions, especially in applications
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that require tag, to transmit sensitive or significant personal information such as date of birth or
other personal identification.
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